


ABOUT US

A little information detailing the
background of our company and its

key principles. 

OUR SERVICES

Discover more about our core
packages and additional extras

here. 

TESTIMONIALS

On our testimonials page, we have
included a small selection of our

client feedback. 
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W E D D I N G S

Trust our creative entertainment

packages for your wedding day, 

whatever your budget may be.

P A R T I E S

Creating the perfect atmosphere,

sound and lighting that guarantees 

a night to remember.

E V E N T  D E C O R

From dance floors to LED lighting, 

photo booths to staging, confetti  

showers to AV hire and more.

M U S I C A L  A C T S

Supplying the best musical

acts and bespoke artists in 

and around the UK. 

" WE PRIDE OURSELVES ON CREATIVE
SOLUTIONS AND TECHNICAL EXPERTISE"
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OUR COMPANY

We are an established production and entertainment company specialising in 
Weddings, Corporate Functions and Bespoke Entertainment.

With expertise accumulated over the past decade, we are
the preferred supplier to many leading venues and other
production and event companies.
 
We are a trusted industry brand with top 5 star rated
google reviews, renowned for supplying state of the art
quality equipment hire and entertainment services in
and around the UK.

These endorsements  give our customers peace of
mind that our services are highly regarded, not only to
the individuals who have previously booked with us but
also to larger well-known corporations.
 
The core idea of our business is to have one-to-one
relationships with both venue and client, building trust
and creating the perfect event with you.
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Our primary aim is to ensure that you and your
family and friends have the best possible time
together celebrating your special event.
 
Our services are comprehensive and complete,
with our package options, we help simplify
choices while being  clear and concise.  
 
We have bespoke packages to choose from,
dependent on your venue, budget and
preferences. We will work closely with you
making sure your event has the personalised
DJEvents touch.

OUR AIM

DJEvents has built a great reputation through the
wedding and entertainment industry gaining 
valuable experience, which we have accumulated 
over more than a decade.

We pride ourselves on providing high quality,
aesthetically pleasing equipment for your
occasion.
 
With your own personal dedicated event planner,
we always ensure you have the best possible 
customer service experience  
 
 

BESPOKE PACKAGES
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Your wedding day has arrived, and there are a
million and one things that you are hoping will run
smoothly throughout the day. The music playing
as you are taking those all important steps down
the aisle needs to be perfectly timed, not too
quiet and not too loud.
 
You also hope that your family and friends will be
heard clearly while they are making their
emotional and comical speeches as everyone
dines. Our All Day Wedding Package takes care of
these concerns and more.
 
 

ALL DAY WEDDING PACKAGES

From the outset, there will be one of our highly
experienced sound technicians present on
site, to ensure that the music for the bride and
groom’s arrival, ceremony, wedding breakfast
and drinks reception is seamlessly controlled.
 
We understand that you may not want
unsightly speaker equipment present on your
special day, and therefore we provide
wedding-friendly miniature line-array speakers
with complete Bluetooth connectivity.
 
When it comes to the speeches and
announcements, professional, high quality
wireless microphones will be provided for you. 

OUR MOST POPULAR PACKAGES

"Jazz Bands, String Quartets to Roaming Acts
Our Live Acts - A Perfect addition to All Day Weddings!"
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Our DJ packages are well suited to any style of corporate event
private party or special occasion. 
 
Package includes:

PREMIUM DJ PACKAGE

full premium sound system
premium deluxe intelligent lighting system
fantastic party atmosphere, including the taking of guests' musical
requests
skilled DJ for the evening

Our executive lighting package is the perfect addition to
any premium DJ Package to level up your event! 
 
Package includes:

UPGRADE YOUR LIGHTING PACKAGE!

 4 plinths
4 moving heads
4 uplighters inside the plinths
optional white plinth covers
customisable colours to match your theme
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MAKING EVERY EVENT UNFORGETTABLE



Smart LED uplighting transforms any venue.
Strategically placed around a room, these lights
cast the most wonderful glow of colour along
the walls and up to the ceiling.
 

INDOOR UPLIGHTING

Our high-tech waterproof outside uplighters are
a perfect addition to illuminate the exterior of
your venue, from your marquee, manor house to
grand trees.

OUTDOOR UPLIGHTING

Imagine having a pale pink theme for your event
and being able to illuminate the walls with the
same romantic hue, or cast an icy blue tone over
your venue’s room to match a wintry themed
event. For these reasons alone, it’s not difficult to
understand just why uplighting is currently our
most requested additional service.
 
Using state of the art HEX LEDs, we can match the
shade of the lighting to your event. This allows you
to keep the colour of the lighting perfectly
matched to your chair covers, table decorations,
flowers, banners and other event décor.

BESPOKE COLOURS

ILLUMINATE YOUR EVENT
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LED LETTERING

Standing at 4ft tall and fully mobile, our LED lettering is a fabulous
showpiece for any event.

Installed by one of our skilled technicians for the entire day and
evening, our LED lettering brightens up your event space and create
a glamorous backdrop for your photographs. 

LED POSEUR TABLES

Our poseur tables are the perfect addtion for a variety of occasions,
from birthday parties, corporate events to themed functions.
 
We understand that everyone has different tastes, colour schemes
and ideas in mind for their event, the LED tables can easily be
changed to any colour at a touch of a button.

ADD A TOUCH OF GLAMOUR TO YOUR EVENT

 Available in ‘LOVE’, ‘MR & MRS’ and  bespoke custom lettering, initials and numbers.
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DJEvents is pleased to announce that we are
now offering a confetti shower effect for your
much anticipated first dance as newlyweds, in a
variety of vibrant, breathtaking and beautiful
wedding themed colours.
 
Two professional confetti cannons create a
mesmerising feature whereby confetti
delicately cascades down over you and your
loved one.
 

CONFETTI SHOWERS

Create the wondrous illusion of dancing amid
the clouds with DJEvents' highly requested,
professional first dance effect.

Our high end equipment uses eco-friendly, 
no-mess dry ice capsules. A low level cloud
effect is created which will fill a large floor
area within seconds.

Our dancing in the clouds effect truly adds a
magical touch to your first dance together as
newlyweds.

DANCING IN THE CLOUDS

MAGICAL SURPRISES
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DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY

DANCE FLOORS

Dance floors make the world of difference at any event. A first-choice
extra for many of our clients, the twinkling lights on our LED dance floors
create a dazzling effect, for your guests to dance the night away.

Everyone has different tastes, colour schemes and ideas in mind for
their event. We offer a variety of different dance floor finishes
matching any requirement.

CUSTOM SIZES

We ensure that all of our dance floors are professionally cleaned prior
to installation for that extra sparkle at your event!
 
All installations are covered under our public liability insurance and our
equipment is  PAT Tested for your added peace of mind.

We recommend a 16x16ft dance floor  if you are having any more than 100 guests.
Bespoke sizes are available to fit your venue perfectly.
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At your event, you may wish to be with each and
every one of your guests at all times, but that is
not always possible!
 
However, with our high-end Photo Booths or
Magic Mirrors, your loved ones and guests can
capture the true spirit and excitement of your
event, and you will have all of the photographs
they take to look back on in the future.

PHOTO BOOTHS AND MAGIC MIRRORS

Hiring one of our fabulous Photo Booths or Magic
Mirrors for your event, couldn't be easier. You
can choose from a variety of styles, with a
member of our team present at your event to
help operate and make sure everything runs
smoothly on your day.
 
All packages include dressing-up props,
Unlimited tailored designed prints, photo guest
book album, boomerang videos, a digital copy of
all photos sent to you via email and an attendant
for the whole duration.

ADD A TOUCH OF 
              CHILDLIKE FUN
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PARTY & SHOWBANDS

Give your Party, Wedding or Corporate Event the best
entertainment on the market. Modern party and show 
 bands, rocking corporate events, weddings and
functions both here in the UK and the rest of the globe.

SOLO, DUO & TRIO ACTS

Our acts bring enthusiasm, energy and excitement to
your special occasion. A perfect addition to your
ceremony & reception, or why not add a live saxophonist
to your evening to play along-side your DJ!

JAZZ BANDS & ROAMING ACTS

From the distinct sounds of a trumpets to an elite
roaming band, we have your event covered. Presenting
the ultimate in Musical Sophistication with a modern
twist.

BESPOKE MUSICAL ACTS
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For more information please contact us directly.

MARQUEE STRUCTURES

CONFERENCE PRODUCTION

LIGHTING AND SOUND PRODUCTION

DESTINATION WEDDINGS / EVENTS

BAR HIRE AND MOBILE BARS

PRODUCTION AND VISUALS 

INDOOR AND OUTDOOR STAGING

LED WALLS, PROJECTORS & TV SCREENS

ALSO AVAILABLE TO HIRE

PERFORMING ACTS
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CUSTOM LIGHTING DESIGN 
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" DJEvents did an amazing job for my wedding, not only in the set up but the music played! They made the room
look amazing with the dance floor, DJ booth, LED bar and 4ft Mr & Mrs Light Up letters and had this all set up

ready for the big day. The dance floor was packaged and DJEvents knew how to work the room. They had
everything we needed in one place to cater for our big day which made our lives a lot easier. I would 100%

recommend them to anyone looking for a professional and friendly service for their wedding day which is much
more than just music and speakers. "

MR ATWAL, OAKLEY COURT

" We recently used James, Julia & team from DJEvents for our wedding at Stoke Place Hotel. James DJ'd and we
also used their photobooth - they were AMAZING!! Their customer service throughout the wedding planning was

fantastic, James is an incredible DJ and the photobooth was amazing. I cannot thank them enough, all our
guests have said how great the wedding was because James knew exactly how to play to the crowd and we had

the time of our lives. We cannot thank them enough for everything they did for us. Great team & company, I
would highly recommend them!!! "
MRS ALLEN, STOKE PLACE HOTEL

FIND MORE CLIENT FEEDBACK AT WWW.DJEVENTS.CO.UK/TESTIMONIALS 
AND ON GOOGLE REVIEWS - SEARCH DJEVENTS UK

" Thank you for the wonderful job your company did at our staff party. You exceeded all our expectations and we
were very impressed with the slick and professional manner of your staff. We would not hesitate in

recommending your services and in using yourselves again. "
LONGACRES CORPORATE EVENTS
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